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The natural borders are at water-parting, the artificial borders were mainly draw at water-
collecting areas, which ranks the same looking areas two sides into different political and 
social organisation. It divides areas that were connected with their nature, economy, 
culture, social life and politics. The communities with their own rules bad to reorganize 
their strategy by this. We can get individual, community and state answer for these 
challenges, and the spirit of the answer can be political, economic or social. 1 tried to 
introduce a constitutional action, economical answer in my study, that is given by the area 
of Upper Bácska divided with artificial border - the settlement of Jánoshalma - for the 
questions given by the Trianon Peace Diet. The changed areal, economic, social relations 
made their own claim as their inner limit and the narroved down economic area, the market 
loose caused by the Great Power decision as their outer limit. With their own market 
setting principle and market institutions - typical between the two areas - different 
economical and social principals and - in the meantime - market-looser participants and 
their goods to step into international markets by stepping over the Trianon borders and the 
successor states, so that to give an economic answer for the political challenge. 
